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We construct a conserved electromagnetic current for two-boson systems in finite mass boson exchange
models within light-front dynamics. For that purpose, we use a quasipotential reduction to perform the
three-dimensional light-front projection of the 4-dimensional current operator. The electromagnetic
current operator acting on the valence component of bound and scattering states can be perturbatively
calculated in the quasipotential expansion, in correspondence with a truncation of the Fock space. The
divergence of the proposed current operator satisfies a Ward-Takahashi identity at any given order of the
quasipotential expansion. Also shown is the relation between the three-dimensional light-front reduction
of the field-theoretic Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes and current for bound and scattering states with the 4-
dimensional ones. The matrix elements of the 4-dimensional current operator can be fully recovered from
the corresponding light-front ones. In one test case the theoretical framework is realized explicitly.
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I. MOTIVATION

The dynamics of an interacting quantum system can be
fully described by the evolution between space-time hyper-
planes which correspond to given global times. The hyper-
planes x0 � const define the instant-form dynamics and
the hyperplanes x� � x0 � x3 � const the light-front (LF)
dynamics [1]. The particular light-front hyperplane, de-
fined by the global time x� � 0, is left invariant by seven
kinematical Poincaré generators, while the other hyper-
planes x� � const scale under light-front boosts. In con-
trast, the covariant formulation of field theory relies on the
individual times x0

i or on the individual light-front times
x�i .

One possible covariant approach to study interacting
systems is through the Bethe-Salpeter equation [2]. Its
solution provides 4-dimensional amplitudes that together
with observable operators allow one to calculate matrix
elements related to physical processes [3].

In the light-front quantization of field theory [4], the
wave function of the interacting system at x� � 0 is an
eigenstate of the Hamiltonian P�, and matrix elements of
observable operators defined at x� � 0 are calculated to
yield physical quantities. The wave function of a compos-
ite system spreads out in all Fock sectors having the
quantum numbers of the physical state. One possibility to
link the Bethe-Salpeter (BS) formalism and light-front
quantization is through the quasipotential (QP) approach
to the BS equation [5], as implemented by the works of
Sales et al. [6,7].

The three-dimensional reduction of the Bethe-Salpeter
equation performed in the framework of the quasipotential
approach to light-front dynamics allows one to calculate
within a systematic expansion the effective interaction
acting on the valence component of the wave function.
The effective interaction can be calculated perturbatively
and it is in correspondence with an expansion of the

composite system wave function in the Fock space. From
the 4-dimensional definition of an observable operator, the
light-front counterpart can be as well calculated perturba-
tively within the quasipotential expansion. In particular,
the three-dimensional or light-front current operator can be
derived accordingly [6,7].

A problem arises when the quasipotential is truncated,
and the light-front current operator is calculated with trun-
cated quantities. The current is not anymore conserved
and it violates the Ward-Takahashi identity (WTI), as
the expansion of the effective interaction and current are
not consistently matched. Recently, Kvinikhidze and
Blankleider [8] by using gauging techniques were able to
obtain a current that satisfies a WTI, and therefore is
conserved. An earlier perturbative approach to the WTI
within light-front quantization was performed in Ref. [9].

The aim of this work is to propose a solution to the
problem of nonconservation of the electromagnetic current
in a truncated light-front reduction of the 4-dimensional
current operator for an interacting two-boson system in
finite mass boson exchange models within the quasipoten-
tial framework. The paper demonstrates that, while the
truncation of the expansion of the current and effective
interaction violates covariance, current conservation can be
restored by a proper choice of the truncation in the expan-
sion of the current operator. Our framework allows one to
treat at the same level the current operator for bound and
scattering states. The derived current operator and its trun-
cation applies to elastic and inelastic processes, as well as
to radiative photon emission in the inelastic scattering of
two particles.

The technical procedure is developed for a two-boson
case and the construction of the current is straightforward.
Our framework goes beyond the ladder approximation; it
allows one to include as well an interacting part in the 4-
dimensional current, e.g., crossed exchanges or charged
exchanges, if the corresponding solution of the light-front
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Bethe-Salpeter equation is aimed. The step from the three-
dimensional light-front reduction of the field-theoretic
Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes and currents to the 4-
dimensional representation is also discussed. The matrix
elements of the 4-dimensional current operator can be fully
recovered from the corresponding light-front ones.

The formal procedure is realized in practice for the
ladder Bethe-Salpeter equation in one test case. We com-
puted all Lorentz components of the current operator in the
lowest nontrivial order of the quasipotential expansion.
This is necessary in order to obtain explicitly the Ward-
Takahashi identity, which we found in agreement with the
expression derived formally. In the example, the good
(� ), transverse, and bad (� ) components of the current
operator are calculated in the one-boson-exchange ap-
proximation. The reference frame is kept quite general to
study different possibilities of plus momentum transfers
Q� � 0. For non-Drell-Yan-West frames the pair contri-
bution to the current [10,11] is evaluated, as also required
by current conservation. Moreover, the pair contribution to
the bad current in the limit of Q� ! 0 is analyzed in more
detail to point out that no singular behavior is found in the
test case, in contrast to models that have pointlike vertices
[12]. One should note that, when the mass � of the
exchanged boson and the coupling constant gS are taken
to infinity while the ratio gS=� is kept constant, the model
is reduced to a model with pointlike vertices. However, the
limits of Q� ! 0 and �! 1 with finite gS=� do not
commute in the evaluation of the bad component of the
current and the end-point singularity still remains with
pointlike vertices. The example is closed with a brief
discussion of current conservation and the issue of full
covariance.

The study of composite hadronic systems with electro-
magnetic probes makes the formulation of the conserved
vector current operator, to be used together with valence
light-front wave functions, particularly useful. For ex-
ample, in phenomenological model studies of meson elec-
tromagnetic form factors in a non-Drell-Yan-West frame,
e.g. in the Lev-Pace-Salmè frame Q� > 0 [13], it was
shown that a pair current term is necessary to keep covari-
ance and current conservation as seen in simple analytical
models [10,11].

The gauge invariant method of Gross and Riska [14],
and the related method of gauging equations of
Kvinikhidze and Blankleider [15], was used by Tiburzi
and Miller [16] to construct the light-front electromagnetic
current for bound states in lowest order of the interaction.
Their framework was applied to investigate the electro-
magnetic properties of the bound state in scalar models.
They compute the elastic form factor in 1� 1 dimensions
for Q� > 0 frames, the timelike form factor, and general-
ized parton distribution in 3� 1 dimensions. The current
operator implied in contributions of non-wave-function
vertices to electromagnetic observables, originated by the

production of a particle-antiparticle pair by the virtual
photon with Q� > 0.

Also, mesonic decays demand non-Drell-Yan-West
frames [17] as well as timelike form factors [18–20]. An
expansion of the light-front current operator that allows
current conservation could have an impact on phenomeno-
logical analysis of electromagnetic elastic and inelastic
process of QCD based processes [4]. Our work provides
the missing link between the valence wave function in
finite mass boson exchange models and the corresponding
conserved current operator for elastic and inelastic pro-
cesses in a truncated Fock space.

The outline of the work is the following. In Sec. II, we
review the quasipotential approach to light-front dynamics,
the Bethe-Salpeter formalism, the electromagnetic charge
and current operators, and the 4-dimensional operator form
of the Ward-Takahashi identity (WTI), that leads to current
conservation. Furthermore, we look again over the projec-
tion on the light-front time and the quasipotential ap-
proach, introducing a novel formal operation to relate the
light-front bound and scattering states to the corresponding
Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes. With this machinery at hand,
we explore in Sec. III the light-front WTI and the conser-
vation of the electromagnetic current. In Sec. IV, it is
shown that truncation of the expansion in the quasipoten-
tial leads to a nonconserved current. In Sec. V, we fix this
problem and the correction is found that restores current
conservation at any given order in the quasipotential ex-
pansion. The corresponding WTI valid for that order is also
given. In Sec. VI, the formalism is realized explicitly in
one test case for the ladder Bethe-Salpeter equation. The
current operator and the corresponding WTI are calculated
in detail in the lowest nontrivial order of the quasipotential
expansion. Our conclusions are summarized in Sec. VII.
All detailed formal derivations are left to Appendices A, B,
C, D, E, F, and G.

II. QUASIPOTENTIAL APPROACH TO
LIGHT-FRONT

In the following we discuss the quasipotential expansion
tailored to project on the light-front the field-theoretic
Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE) [2], which describes a rela-
tivistic two-particle system with bosonic constituents.
First, we introduce our notation, the BS formalism, and
the conserved four-dimensional electromagnetic current.
Second, we review the quasipotential approach to perform
the projection on the light-front.

A. BS formalism, current, and Ward-Takahashi
identity

The transition matrix (T) of two-particle scattering is
described by an inhomogeneous BSE

 T � V � VG0T; (1)

where G0 is the disconnected Green’s function for two
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particles and V stands for the complete interaction, irre-
ducible with respect to two-particle propagation. G0 is
reduced to the Green’s function of two noninteracting
particles,

 G0 �
i

k̂2
1 �m

2
1 � io

i

k̂2
2 �m

2
2 � io

; (2)

by neglecting self-energy parts. The off-mass-shell mo-
mentum operator acting on the coordinates of particle i
with mass mi is k̂�i , the hat on the variable indicating the
operator character. The BS amplitude of a scattering state
of total 4-momentum K is

 j��� � j�0� �G0Vj�
��; (3)

where the round ket indicates the dependence on 4-
dimensional coordinates of all particles. j��� carries a 4-
dimensional �-function in momentum space,

 hK0j��� � ��K0 � K�j��i: (4)

For a bound state with total 4-momentum KB, K2
B � M2

B,
the BS amplitude is solution of the homogeneous equation,

 j�B� � G0Vj�B�; (5)

with the relation

 hK0j�B� � ��K0 � KB�j�Bi: (6)

The normalization condition [3] has to be satisfied to fully
determine j�B�.

The total two-particle 4-momentum K is conserved in
Eqs. (1), (3), and (5). The operators O� � T, G0 or V, as
well as the amplitude j�� carry a 4-dimensional �-function
in momentum space:

 hK0jO�jKi � ��K0 � K�O��K�: (7)

After separating out the 4-dimensional delta function for
total 4-momentum conservation, all reduced quantities,
j��i, j�Bi, and O��K�, depend parametrically on K,
even if not explicit. The reduced BS amplitude j�i and
4-dimensional operator O��K� are functions of the internal
variables depicted as the individual 4-dimensional momen-
tum k�. For convenience we have used the bra-ket notation
to represent functions of k�.

We consider an electromagnetic current operator,

 J ��Q� � J �
0 �Q� � J �

I �Q�; (8)

which has a free term and another one that carries the
interaction, with a 4-momentum transfer Q � Kf � Ki,
defined as the difference between the final and initial total
momentum of the two-body system. For example, it may
contain crossed diagrams or charged boson exchanges.

The current is applied for elastic or inelastic processes.
The initial state is described by a Bethe-Salpeter amplitude
j�ii and the final one by j�fi. The matrix element for the
process h�fjJ

��Q�j�ii can first be derived from the

Bethe-Salpeter amplitude j�i of the bound or scattering
states.

The current operator for the system of two charged
particles 1 and 2 satisfies a Ward-Takahashi identity [3,14],

 Q�J
��Q� � �G�1; ê1� � �1$ 2�; (9)

where êi is the charge operator for particle i, and G is the
full Green’s function of the interacting two-particle sys-
tem, i.e., solution of

 G�K� � G0�K� �G0�K�V�K�G�K�: (10)

The charge operator has matrix elements

 hkijêijpii � ei�
4�ki � pi �Q�: (11)

Current conservation is stated as
 

Q�h�fjJ
��Q�j�ii � h�fjG

�1�Kf�ê1 � ê1G
�1�Ki�j�ii

� �1$ 2�; (12)

where we have explicitly shown the total 4-momentum
arguments of the full Green’s functions. Taking into ac-
count that the BS amplitude for bound and scattering states
is a solution of

 G�1�K��j��i � 0; (13)

with appropriate boundary conditions (� labels initial or
final states) and since h��jG

�1�K�� � 0 is valid as well,
current conservation, Q�h�fjJ

��Q�j�ii � 0, follows.

B. Projection on the light-front and QP approach

We review, in the following, the main steps in using the
quasipotential formalism as a tool to eliminate the relative
light-front time between the particles. The well-known
work of Ref. [5] shows how to calculate the transition
matrix T�K� and the Bethe-Salpeter amplitude j�Bi of
the covariant BSE from an auxiliary Green’s function
~G0�K�, which pave the path to perform the light-front
projection. The auxiliary Green’s function is given by [6]

 

~G 0�K� :� G0�K�jg�1
0 �K�jG0�K�; (14)

where g0�K� � jG0�K�j is the global light-front time
propagator of two-particles for K� > 0 and the vertical
bar j indicates that the dependence on k�1 is integrated out
(see Appendix A). The bar on the left of the Green’s
function represents integration on k�1 in the bra-state, the
bar on the right in the ket-state. (The reader should be
aware that the present notation cannot be confused with the
absolute value.) Some properties are a direct consequence
of Eq. (14):

 

~G 0�K�j � G0�K�j; j ~G0�K� � jG0�K�;

j ~G0�K�j � jG0�K�j:
(15)

The transition matrix is the solution of the following
equation with auxiliary Green’s function
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 T�K� � W�K� �W�K� ~G0�K�T�K�; (16)

provided that the driving term satisfies

 W�K� � V�K� � V�K��0�K�W�K�: (17)

The notation

 �0�K� � G0�K� �G0�K�jg0�K��1jG0�K�

� G0�K� � ~G0�K� (18)

was used here.
The light-front transition matrix is defined through

 t�K� :� g0�K��1jG0�K�T�K�G0�K�jg0�K��1; (19)

which retains all the physics of T�K�. The relation between
T and t is found by iterating the integral equation (16)
once,

 T�K� � W�K� �W�K�� ~G0�K�

� ~G0�K�T�K� ~G0�K��W�K�: (20)

Then, one substitutes ~G0�K� by Eq. (14) and the light-front
scattering matrix by Eq. (19), getting
 

T�K� � W�K� �W�K�G0�K�j�g0�K��1 � t�K��

	 jG0�K�W�K�: (21)

The light-front scattering matrix t�K� is a solution of

 t�K� � w�K� � w�K�g0�K�t�K�; (22)

easily derived from Eq. (21), with the driving term w�K�
closely related to the 4-dimensional interaction W�K� of
Eq. (17), according to

 w�K� :� g0�K��1jG0�K�W�K�G0�K�jg0�K��1: (23)

The series expansion in W�K�, and consequently in w�K�,
amounts to consider higher Fock states in the virtual inter-
mediate state propagations. The use of ~G0�K� and the
corresponding integral equation forW�K�, Eq. (17), allows
only for light-front two-body irreducible terms. The ex-
pansion in the Fock space is rapidly converging within a
given covariant model as has been shown for bosonic
models (see [6,21–24]). Furthermore, it was also found
[25] that the probability of higher Fock-state components
in the light-front wave function decreases fast in the Wick-
Cutkosky model. In fermionic models the light-front BS
equation was studied with the lowest order kernel and
problems due to the divergence on transverse momentum
were quite subtle [7,26,27]. We postpone the discussion of
fermionic systems for a future work.

The interacting light-front global propagator in the va-
lence sector is g�K� :� jG�K�j, which is derived from the
full Green’s function as

 jG�K�j � jG0�K�j � jG0�K�T�K�G0�K�j; (24)

where the bar operation is taken on the left and right of the

above equation. Using the definition of the LF scattering
matrix, Eq. (19), one gets

 g�K� � g0�K� � g0�K�t�K�g0�K�

� g0�K� � g0�K�w�K�g�K�: (25)

The projection on the light-front eliminates the relative
time between the particles allowing only global propaga-
tion in the x� time.

The valence component, j�i, of the light-front wave
function for bound and scattering states is a solution of

 g�K��1j�i � 0; (26)

with an appropriate boundary condition. The above equa-
tion corresponds to the LF projection of the BS equation
and related amplitudes. The correspondence between the
valence wave function and the BS amplitude is given by

 j�i � �1� �0�K�W�K��G0�K�jg0�K�
�1j�i; (27)

valid equally well for bound and scattering states, as shown
in Appendix B.

The following identity for the reverse LF-time opera-
tion,

 G�K�jg�K��1 � �1��0�K�W�K��G0�K�jg0�K��1; (28)

demonstrated in Appendix C, valid for bound and scatter-
ing states, allows one to write Eq. (27) in a compact form,

 j�i � G�K�jg�K��1j�i; (29)

useful for formal manipulations. Conversely, the LF wave
function is j�i �k �i.

The valence component of the light-front wave function
for the bound-state with a four momentum KB is a solution
of the homogenous equation,

 j�Bi � g0�KB�w�KB�j�Bi; (30)

while the scattering state is the solution of the inhomoge-
neous equation,

 j��i � j�0i � g0�K�w�K�j�
�i; (31)

with outgoing boundary condition. Although not indicated
explicitly, the operators g0�K� and w�K� have to be eval-
uated with �{o prescription.

III. LIGHT-FRONT WTI AND EM CURRENT
CONSERVATION

The three-dimensional light-front electromagnetic cur-
rent operator is defined by identifying the matrix elements
of the four-dimensional current between states described
by BS amplitudes with the corresponding three-
dimensional ones. In a previous work [6], the current
operator was only derived for bound states (see also [8]).
However, the Bethe-Salpeter amplitude for bound and
scattering states can be expressed by Eq. (29) (see
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Appendix C) which implies that the current operator found
for bound states can be used with scattering states as well.

The matrix element of the electromagnetic current op-
erator J ��Q�, describing an elastic or inelastic processes
for interacting two-body systems, is expressed by
h�fjJ

��Q�j�ii. The matrix element for the transition
between the initial (i) and final (f) states can be obtained
from the LF wave functions j�ii and j�fi by

 h�fjJ
��Q�j�ii � h�fjj��Kf; Ki�j�ii; (32)

with the effective current operator in three-dimensional
space given by

 j��Kf; Ki� :� g�Kf�
�1jG�Kf�J

��Q�G�Ki�jg�Ki�
�1:

(33)

The final state light-front wave function for scattering
energies is a solution of g�Kf��1j�fi � 0 with ingoing
boundary condition.

Because of the identity (28), the effective current opera-
tor of Eq. (33) acting on the valence wave function, given
by
 

j��Kf; Ki� � g0�Kf��1jG0�Kf��1�W�Kf��0�Kf��

	 J ��Q��1��0�Ki�W�Ki��

	G0�Ki�jg0�Ki��1; (34)

matches the expression previously found valid for bound
states [6]. The general form of Eq. (33), derived within the
quasipotential formalism, is the same as the one found in
Ref. [8].

The Ward-Takahashi identity of Eq. (9) is written as

 Q�G�Kf�J
��Q�G�Ki� � �ê1; G� � �1$ 2�; (35)

which permits the LF projection operation as

 Q�jG�Kf�J ��Q�G�Ki�j � j�ê1; G�j � �1$ 2�: (36)

Using Eq. (D1), and multiplying each side by g�1, one
gets the LF Ward-Takahashi identity:

 Q�j��Kf; Ki� � �g�1; êLF�; (37)

where the LF charge operator has matrix elements given by
 

hk�i ; ~ki?jêi;LFjp
�
i ; ~pi?i � ei��k

�
i � p

�
i �Q

��

	 �2� ~ki? � ~pi? � ~Q?�; (38)

as derived in Appendix D. [A proof of the light-front WTI
(37) without using the reverse LF-time operation is given
in Appendix E.]

The matrix elements of the current operator are con-
served,

 Q�h�fjj��Kf; Ki�j�ii � 0; (39)

as follows from Eq. (37) and from the eigenvalue equation
satisfied by the LF states �f and �i. This just confirms the

consistence of the formalism. Equation (39) is a trivial
consequence of the 4-dimensional current conservation as
the matrix elements are identical and expressed by (32).

IV. TRUNCATION AND CURRENT
NONCONSERVATION

In the practical evaluation of the quasipotential (17) only
few terms are kept hoping that they are sufficient for the
physical problem at hand. The solution ofW by iteration of
Eq. (17) gives

 W�K� � V�K�
X1
i�0

��0�K�V�K��
i

W�K� � W1�K� �W2�K� � 
 
 
 ;

(40)

where Wn � V�K���0�K�V�K��n�1 with n � 1.
The truncation of the infinite series presented as

 W�n��K� �
Xn
i�1

Wi�K�; (41)

and the corresponding light-front interaction,

 w�n��K� �
Xn
i�1

g0�K��1jG0�K�Wi�K�G0�K�jg0�K��1;

(42)

includes only a finite number of light-front Fock states in
the intermediate state propagations. For example, in the
ladder approximation for n � 2, states up to 4-particles are
taken into account in the kernel of the light-front BS
equation (see [6]).

Truncated quantities as Green’s function Gn�K� and
gn�K� are calculated with the truncated quasipotential.
Then one is tempted to compute the truncated current
operator directly from Eq. (33), retaining the truncated
quasipotential W�n� in the calculation of the Green’s func-
tion, yielding

 j�n�� �Kf; Ki� � g�1
n �Kf�jGn�Kf�J ��Q�Gn�Ki�jg

�1
n �Ki�:

(43)

However this current is not conserved, as we are going to
show in the following.

From Eq. (28), truncated at order n it is also possible to
write Eq. (43) as

 

j�n�� �Kf;Ki� � g�1
0 �Kf�jG0�Kf��1�W�n��Kf��0�Kf��

	 J ��Q��1��0�Ki�W�n��Ki��

	G0�Ki�jg�1
0 �Ki�: (44)

This current cannot be conserved, since
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 Q�h��n�f jj
�n�
� �Kf; Ki�j�

�n�
i i � h�

�n�
f jQ

�J ��Q�j�
�n�
i i

� h��n�f j�ê; G
�1�j��n�i i � 0;

(45)

once G�1�Ki�j�
�n�
i i � 0 and h��n�f jG

�1�Kf� � 0.
The deep structural reason for the nonconservation of

the truncated current is: a WTI of the desired form cannot
hold, i.e.,

 Q�j�n�� �Kf; Ki� � �êLF; g�1
n �; (46)

since j�n�� contains terms of O��w�n��2�, i.e., terms in V up to
order 2n, whereas g�1

n is of O��w�n���, as it contains terms
in V up to order n.

V. RESTORATION OF CURRENT CONSERVATION

The identification of the reason for current nonconser-
vation also suggests a strategy for restoration of current
conservation. We remove from j�n�� all terms of order higher
than n in V,

 jc�n�� :� j�n�� � �j�n�� ; (47)

�j�n�� is just the correction which carries out that removal.
The explicit forms of jc�n�� and �j�n�� are given in
Appendices F and G, respectively. The proof that jc�n��

indeed satisfies the desired WTI,

 Q�jc�n�� �Kf; Ki� � �g�1
n ; êLF�; (48)

is performed in detail in Appendix F. We simply present
the resulting expression here:
 

jc��n� � g�1
0 jG0

�
J ��Q� �

Xn�1

i�1

�Wi�0J
��Q�

� J ��Q��0Wi� �
Xn�1

i�2

Xi�1

j�1

Wj�0J
��Q��0Wi�j

�Wn�0J
�
0 �Q� � J �

0 �Q��0Wn

�
Xn�1

i�1

Wi�0J
�
0 �Q��0Wn�i

�
G0jg

�1
0 ; (49)

where it is understood, but not explicitly written, that
operators appearing at the left and at the right of the current
depend on Kf and Ki, respectively.

By comparing Eq. (49) with the equations presented in
Appendix G, we note the limits

 lim
n!1

�j�n�� � 0 lim
n!1

jc�n�� � j� � lim
n!1

j�n�� ; (50)

but now the conserved current jc�n�� is found for each step of
truncation.

Of course, the correction �j�n�� induces a four-
dimensional correction term according to

 h��n�f j�J �n�� �Q�j�
�n�
i i :� h��n�f j�j

�n�
� �Kf; Ki�j�

�n�
i i; (51)

which leads to the definition of the matrix elements of a
corresponding 4-dimensional conserved current:

 h��n�f jJ
c�n�
� �Q�j�

�n�
i i :� h��n�f jJ ��Q� � �J �n�� �Q�j�

�n�
i i:

(52)

That matrix element of the 4-dimensional current,
h��n�f jJ

c�n�
� �Q�j�

�n�
i i, can be related to the corresponding

light-front one, i.e.,

 h��n�f jJ
c�n�
� �Q�j�

�n�
i i :� h��n�f jj

c�n�
� �Kf; Ki�j�

�n�
i i; (53)

and it is therefore also conserved at each step of truncation,
i.e.,

 Q�h��n�f jJ
c�n�
� �Q�j�

�n�
i i � 0: (54)

We have not found an explicit 4-dimensional form for
�J �n�� , however, that form is conceptually unnecessary,
since only matrix elements are required for the connection
with observables.

To close this section, we stress that the implicit quasi-
potential expansion of the 4-dimensional EM current op-
erator, Eq. (53), produces a conserved current at each order.
This point emphasizes, in particular, the power of the
formal construction of the quasipotential approach to per-
form the three-dimensional reduction of four-dimensional
operators and amplitudes to the light-front hyperplane,
without losing dynamical content. The quasipotential
approach used in the present context furnishes a systematic
tool to study consistently the dynamics and currents in
light-front dynamics, connecting them to the 4-
dimensional counterparts as well.

The following section is devoted to illustrate in detail, in
the example of the ladder Bethe-Salpeter equation, how the
formal procedure derived in the context of the quasipoten-
tial approach manifests in a practical application. This give
us the opportunity to comprehend how the theoretical tools
developed so far can be explicitly realized.

VI. EXAMPLE: THE LADDER BETHE-SALPETER
EQUATION

In this section, we show one example that illustrates our
procedure to construct the conserved current operator at
order n � 1 in the quasipotential expansion of jc��n� in an
actual case. Following our formalism, we derive explicitly
the current operator of Eq. (49), in the lowest order of the
quasipotential expansion, for the ladder Bethe-Salpeter
equation describing a two-boson system.

The convergence of the quasipotential expansion, within
the light-front framework, applied to solve the bosonic
ladder Bethe-Salpeter equation is fast. This was shown
numerically in Ref. [6], where they found that the relative
difference between the bound-state masses and valence
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wave functions calculated with the quasipotential expan-
sion in order n � 1 and n � 2 is, in general, small.

The Ward-Takahashi identity, given by Eq. (48), sums
over the Lorentz index and therefore all components of the
truncated electromagnetic current will be evaluated to
verify current conservation. Here we calculate each
Lorentz component of the truncated current operator, per-
forming the projection of the corresponding four-
dimensional quantity on the light-front, by integrating
analytically on the minus momentum.

In this example we use the scalar Yukawa model, with
the interaction Lagrangian given by

 L I � gS�
y
1�1�� gS�

y
2�2�; (55)

where the bosons with fields �1 and �2 have masses m1

and m2, and charges e1 and e2. The chargeless exchanged
boson with field � has mass �. The coupling constant is
gS.

The 4-dimensional current operator appropriate for the
covariant ladder approximation is J ��Q� � J �

0 �Q�, with
the matrix element of the free-current operator written as
 

hk1jJ
�
0 �Q�jp1i ��2��e1�k1�p1�

��4�k1�p1�Q�

	 ��Kf� k1�
2�m2

2��

� �1! 2; k1!Kf� k1;p1!Ki�p1�;

(56)

where Q� � K�
f � K

�
i . The factor (� 2�) is introduced

in the current operator to make it compatible with Eq. (A4)
for the 4-dimensional free Green’s function, while the free
WTI of Eq. (F2) is preserved.

The lowest order current operator for the interacting
two-boson system in the ladder approximation is given
by Eq. (49) with n � 1,

 jc��1� � jc��0� � g�1
0 jG0�W1�0J

�
0 �Q�

� J �
0 �Q��0W1�G0jg

�1
0 ; (57)

where W1 � V and

 jc��0� � g�1
0 jG0J

�
0 �Q�G0jg

�1
0 (58)

is the free light-front current operator corresponding to
n � 0.

A. Current operator in zeroth order

We evaluate below the matrix elements of the interaction
free light-front operator, jG0J

�
0 �Q�G0j. The matrix ele-

ment of the free-current operator is derived from

 

hk0�1 ~k01?jjG0�Kf�J
�
0 �Q�G0�Ki�jjk�1 ~k1?i � �

1

�2��

Z
dk�1

e1�2k
�
1 �Q

����k0�1 � k
�
1 �Q

���2� ~k01? � ~k1? � ~Q?�

k0�1 k
�
1 �k

�
1 �Q

� �
~k021?�m

2
1�io

k0�1
��k�1 �

~k2
1?�m

2
1�io

k�1
�

	
1

�K�i � k
�
1 ��K

�
i � k

�
1 �

� ~Ki?� ~k1?�
2�m2

2�io
K�i �k

�
1

�
� 1$ 2: (59)

Integrating over k�1 and assuming that K�i > 0 and Q� � 0, without loss of generality, one gets that

 

hk0�1 ~k01?jjG0�Kf�J
�
0 �Q�G0�Ki�jjk

�
1
~k1?i

� i��k�1 ���k
0�
1 ���K

�
i � k

�
1 ���K

�
f � k

0�
1 �

	
e1�Kf � Ki � �Kf � k

0
1�on � �Ki � k1�on�

���k0�1 � k
�
1 �Q

���2� ~k01? � ~k1? � ~Q?�

k0�1 �K
�
i � k

�
1 �k

�
1 �K

�
f � k

0�
1on � �Kf � k

0
1�
�
on � io��K�i � k

�
1on � �Ki � k1�

�
on � io�

� 1$ 2: (60)

The on-minus-shell values of the individual momenta are

 k0�1 on �
~k021? �m

2
1

k0�1
(61)

 k�1 on �
~k2
1? �m2

1

k�1
(62)

 �Kf � k01�
�
on �

� ~Kf? � ~k01?�
2 �m2

2

K�f � k
�
1

(63)

 �Ki � k1�
�
on �

� ~Ki? � ~k1?�
2 �m2

2

K�i � k
�
1

: (64)

The identity �Kf � k01�
�
on � �Ki � k1�

�
on follows from

three-dimensional momentum conservation.
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Taking into account the definition of g0�K� from
Eq. (A7) and the light-front charge operator, Eq. (D3),
the matrix element of the free-current operator is written as
 

hk0�1 ~k01?jj
c��0�jk�1 ~k1?i � �i��

�0�
f � ��0�i � k

0
1 on � k1 on�

�

	 �K�i � k
�
1 �

	 hk0�1 ; ~k
0
1?jê1;LFjk

�
1
~k1?i

� 1$ 2; (65)

where we introduced ��0�f � Kf � k
0
1on � �Kf � k

0
1�on and

��0�i � Ki � k1on � �Ki � k1�on for convenience.
The WTI for the free current is derived using that Q �

��0�f � ��0�i � k
0
1on � k1on, and noting that only the minus

component of �f and �i are nonzero. Therefore, Q 


���0�f � ��0�i � k
0
1 on � k1 on� is equal to ��0��f k0�1 �

��0��i k�1 , which allows one immediately to write a 3-
dimensional form of the free WTI given by Eq. (F8).

B. Current operator in first order

The contribution of the interaction to the light-front
current operator in lowest order comes from two-body
irreducible amplitudes given by the second term in the
right-hand side (rhs) of Eq. (57). Using Eq. (18) for �0

we write that:
 

jc��1� � jc��0� � g�1
0 jG0W

�1�G0J
�
0 �Q�G0jg

�1
0

� g�1
0 jG0J

�
0 �Q�G0W�1�G0jg�1

0

� w�1�g0j
c��0� � jc��0�g0w

�1�; (66)

where the effective interaction is given by w�1� �
g�1

0 jG0W
�1�G0jg

�1
0 with W�1� � V.

The two-body reducible parts of the first two terms in the
rhs of Eq. (66), are canceled by the two last ones. The two-
body reducible contributions are already included in the
effective interaction used to obtain the valence wave func-
tion calculated from the first order quasipotential expan-
sion of the ladder Bethe-Salpeter equation.

We choose to calculate in detail the second term in the
rhs of Eq. (66), because it contains a pair production
contribution for Q� > 0, while the other one does not
have it, considering that choice of momentum transfer.
Given that, we have to calculate the matrix elements

 

hk0�1 ~k01?jjG0J
�
0 �Q�G0VG0jjk�1 ~k1?i � ie1

�
igS
2�

�
2 Z

dk0�1 dk
�
1 �k

0
1 � p1�

� 1

k0�1 �K
�
f � k

0�
1 �

1

�k0�1 �
~k021?�m

2
1�io

k0�1
�

	
1

�K�f � k
0�
1 �

� ~Kf?� ~k
0
1?�

2�m2
2�io

K�f �k
0�
1

�

1

�k�1 � p
�
1 �p

�
1

	
1

�k�1 � p
�
1 �

� ~k1?� ~p1?�
2��2�io

k�1 �p
�
1

�

1

�p�1 �
~p2

1?
�m2

1�io
p�1

�

1

k�1 �K
�
i � k

�
1 �

	
1

�k�1 �
~k2
1?�m

2
1�io

k�1
�

1

�K�i � k
�
1 �

� ~Ki?� ~k1?�
2�m2

2�io
K�i �k

�
1

�
; (67)

represented by the Feynman diagram shown in Fig. 1. The
momentum p�1 is k0�1 �Q

�. In the same way, we have to
compute the matrix elements of the first term in the rhs of
Eq. (66). For the sake of simplicity, from now on we will
just indicate the current for particle 1.

The integrations over k� in Eq. (67) are performed
analytically using Cauchy’s theorem with the conditions

K�i > 0 and Q� � 0. The integration is nonzero only for
K�f > k0�1 > 0 and K�i > k�1 > 0. Altogether, four terms
appear which are shown in Fig. 2. The two-body
irreducible terms are represented by diagrams (a) and (b)
of Fig. 1. The two-body reducible terms represented by
diagrams (c) and (d) are canceled by the last term of
Eq. (66).

FIG. 1. Diagrammatic representation of the matrix elements of
the 4-dimensional operator in Eq. (67).
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We are going to derive in detail the contributions to
the current represented by diagrams (a) and (b).
Diagram (a) gives a two-body current with intermediate
three-body virtual state propagations before and after the
photon absorption, in the kinematical range of k0�1 >
Q� � 0 and k�1 � k

0�
1 �Q

� > 0. Diagram (b) represents
the contribution to the current of the virtual photon decay
in a boson-antiboson pair. The kinematical condition in this
case is 0< k0�1 <Q�. For the Drell-Yan-West frame, the
expectation value of the current operator (b) vanishes due

to the one-boson exchange and the corresponding soft end-
point behavior of the valence component. For a bound state
it decreases quadratically with momentum fraction near
the end points.

We perform analytically the integration of Eq. (67) in k�1
within the kinematical region p�1 � k0�1 �Q

� > 0 and
k�1 � k

0�
1 �Q

� > 0 by evaluating the residue in the upper
half of the k�1 complex plane. The result is

 

hk0�1 ~k01?jjG0J
�
0 �Q�G0VG0jjk�1 ~k1?i�a���c� � e1

�igS�2

2�
��k�1 ���k

0�
1 ���K

�
i � k

�
1 ���K

�
f � k

0�
1 ���p

�
1 ���k

�
1 � p

�
1 �

	 ��k0�1 �Q
��
Z
dk0�1 �k

0
1 � p1�

� 1

k0�1 �K
�
f � k

0�
1 �

1

�k0�1 �
~k021?�m

2
1�io

k0�1
�

	
1

�K�f � k
0�
1 �

� ~Kf?� ~k
0
1?�

2�m2
2�io

K�f �k
0�
1

�

1

�k�1 � p
�
1 �p

�
1

	
1

�K�f � k
0�
1 �

� ~Ki?� ~k1?�
2�m2

2�io
K�i �k

�
1

� �
~k1?� ~p1?�

2��2�io
k�1 �p

�
1

�

	
1

�k0�1 �Q
� �

~p2
1?
�m2

1�io
p�1

�

1

k�1 �K
�
i � k

�
1 �

	
1

�K�i �
� ~Ki?� ~k1?�

2�m2
2�io

K�i �k
�
1

�
~k2
1?�m

2
1�io

k�1
�
: (68)

FIG. 2. Light-front time-ordered diagrams representing the matrix element of the two-body irreducible current operator obtained
from the second term in the rhs of Eq. (66).
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In order to separate the processes corresponding to diagrams (a) and (c) of Fig. 2, we make use of the identity

 

1

�K�f � k
0�
1 �

� ~Ki?� ~k1?�
2�m2

2�io
K�i �k

�
1

� �
~k1?� ~p1?�

2��2�io
k�1 �p

�
1

�

1

�k0�1 �Q
� �

~p2
1?
�m2

1�io
p�1

�

�

�
1

K�f � k
0� �

� ~Ki?� ~k1?�
2�m2

2�io
K�i �k

�
1

� �
~k1?� ~p1?�

2��2�io
k�1 �p

�
1

�
1

k0�1 �Q
� �

~p2
1?
�m2

1�io
p�1

�

	
1

K�i �
~p2

1?
�m2

1�io
p�1

� �
~k1?� ~p1?�

2��2�io
k�1 �p

�
1

�
� ~Ki?� ~k1?�

2�m2
2�io

K�i �k
�
1

; (69)

and integrate Eq. (68) analytically. The first and second terms between the parentheses give, after k0� integration,
diagrams (a) and (c), respectively. The contribution of diagram (c) to the current is two-body reducible and it is canceled
out in Eq. (66), remaining only (a). The result is

 hk0�1 ~k01?jj
c�1�
� jk�1 ~k1?i�a� � ie1�2k01 on �Q���igS�

2 ��k�1 � p
�
1 �

�k�1 � p
�
1 �p

�
1

��k0�1 �Q
��

��1a��f ��1a��i

; (70)

where the combinations ��1a�f and ��1a�i of four momenta are

 ��1a�f � Kf � k01 on � �Ki � k1�on � �k1 � p1�on � io ��1a�i � Ki � p1on � �Ki � k1�on � �k1 � p1�on � io; (71)

with the on-minus-shell definition of the respective mo-
menta given by
 

k0�1 on �
~k021? �m2

1

k0�1

�Ki � k1�
�
on �

� ~Ki? � ~k1?�
2 �m2

2

K�i � k
�
1

�k1 � p1�
�
on �

� ~k1? � ~p1?�
2 ��2

k�1 � p
�
1

p�1 on �
~p2

1? �m
2
1

p�1
:

(72)

To complete the computation of the matrix element of
the current in the kinematical region of k0�1 >Q�, we have
to evaluate the two-body irreducible contribution from the
first term in the rhs of Eq. (66), which is represented by
diagram (e) given in Fig. 3. Following the same steps as
before, one gets

 hk0�1 ~k01?jj
c�1�
� jk�1 ~k1?i�e� � ie1�2k1 on �Q���igS�2

	
��k0�1 � p

�
1 �

�k0�1 � p
�
1 �p

�
1

	
��k0�1 �Q

��

��1e��f ��1e��i

; (73)

where the combinations ��1e�f and ��1e�i of four momenta
are

 ��1e�f � Kf � p1 on � �Kf � k01�on � �k01 � p1�on � io

��1e�i � Ki � k1 on � �Kf � k01�on � �k01 � p1�on � io:

(74)

The on-minus-shell definition of the respective momenta
are given by

FIG. 3. Light-front time-ordered diagram representing the ma-
trix element of the lowest order two-body irreducible current
operator obtained from the first term in the rhs of Eq. (66).
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k�1 on �
~k2
1? �m2

1

k�1

�Kf � k
0
1�
�
on �

� ~Kf? � ~k01?�
2 �m2

1

K�f � k
0�
1

�k01 � p1�
�
on �

� ~k01? � ~p1?�
2 ��2

k0�1 � p
�
1

:

(75)

We have introduced ��1a�f , ��1a�i , ��1e�f , and ��1e�i to
simplify the explicit proof of the validity of the WTI for
the interacting current in lowest order. First we note that
��1a�i � ��1a�f � k01 on � p1 on � 2k01 on �Q and that Q �

��1a�f � ��1a�i � k01 on � p1 on. Therefore,

 Q 
 �2k01 on �Q� � ��
�1a��
f ���1a��i �p�1 ; (76)

and analogously one gets

 Q 
 �2k1 on �Q� � ��
�1e��
f ���1e��i �p�1 ; (77)

which allows one to calculate the four-divergence of the
current,

 

Q 
 hk0�1 ~k01?jjc�1�jk�1 ~k1?i�a���e�

� e1

��
�igS�

2 ��k
�
1 � p

�
1 �

�k�1 � p
�
1 �

i

��1a��i

� �igS�
2 ��k

0�
1 � p

�
1 �

�k0�1 � p
�
1 �

i

��1e��i

�

�

�
�igS�

2 ��k
�
1 � p

�
1 �

�k�1 � p
�
1 �

i

��1a��f

� �igS�2
��k0�1 � p

�
1 �

�k0�1 � p
�
1 �

i

��1e��f

��
��k0�1 �Q

��: (78)

The first term within the square brackets is the interaction
calculated at lowest order for total momentum Ki and
represented in Fig. 4. The second term is the corresponding
interaction for total momentum Kf.

The commutator,

 hk0�1 ~k01?jQ 
 jc�1�jk�1 ~k1?i�a���e�

� hk0�1 ~k01?j�êLF; w
�1��jk�1 ~k1?i��k

0�
1 �Q

��; (79)

expresses Eq. (78) at the level of operators for K�f > k0�1 >
Q�. The above expression was formally derived in
Appendix F, however without any restriction. The missing
piece that allows one to drop the constraint is the pair
contribution to the current, expressed by diagram (b) of
Fig. 2.

Pair current operator

The pair produced by the virtual photon decay forQ� >
0, represented by diagram (b) in Fig. 2, contributes to the
current operator in the kinematical region of 0< k0�1 <
Q�. The matrix element of the current operator is derived
from Eq. (68) evaluating the residue of the integrand in the
lower half of the complex plane k0�1 . In this situation only
one pole appears at the position k0� � k0�on . [Note that in
Eq. (68) ��k0�1 �Q

�� should be now substituted by
��Q� � k0�1 �.] The resulting matrix element of the current
operator is

 hk0�1 ~k01?jj
c�1�
� jk�1 ~k1?i�b� � ie1�2k01 on �Q���igS�

2

	
��k�1 � p

�
1 �

�k�1 � p
�
1 �p

�
1

��Q� � k0�1 �

��1b��f ��1b��	

;

(80)

where the combinations ��1b�f and ��1b�	 of four momenta
are
 

��1b�f � Kf � k
0
1 on � �Ki � k1�on � �k1 � p1�on � io

��1b�	 � Q� k01 on � �Q� k
0
1�on � io; (81)

with the on-minus-shell definition of the respective mo-
menta given by the corresponding expressions in Eqs. (72)
and (75). We have again introduced the four-vector quan-
tities ��1b�f and ��1b�	 to simplify the identification of com-
mutator in the WTI. To accomplish this we note that
2k01 on �Q � ���1b�	 � k01 on � �Q� k

0
1�on and that Q �

��1b�	 � k01 on � �Q� k
0
1�on. Therefore,

FIG. 4. Light-front time-ordered diagrams representing the matrix element of the lowest order interaction operator for a two-boson
state with total momentum Ki.
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 Q 
 �2k01 on �Q� � ���1b��	 �Q� � k0�1 �; (82)

which allows one to calculate the four-divergence of the
current operator as

 Q 
 hk0�1 ~k01?jjc�1�jk�1 ~k1?i�b� � �e1�igS�2
��k�1 � p

�
1 �

�k�1 � p
�
1 �

	
i

��1b��f

��Q� � k0�1 �:

(83)

This single term corresponds to the interaction calculated
at lowest order for total momentum Kf in the allowed
kinematical region, where p�1 < 0. It is not possible to
construct the effective interaction for total momentum
K�i represented in Fig. 4 because the kinematical con-
straints in the plus momentum forbids it. Therefore,
Eq. (83) represents as well the commutator
 

hk0�1 ~k01?jQ 
 j
c�1�jk�1 ~k1?i�b�

� hk0�1 ~k01?j�êLF; w
�1��jk�1 ~k1?i��Q

� � k0�1 �: (84)

Adding the above commutator with Eq. (79), the final
formal result shown in Appendix F is found. This simple
example illustrates the power of the formal manipulations
to construct the correct approximation of a conserved light-
front operator consistent with the effective interaction at
each given order.

Another important aspect of this example is the neces-
sity to consider all Lorentz components of the current
operator, beyond the ‘‘good’’ one. The field theoretical
model allows one to construct all four components of the
current operator. Yet, the truncation in the quasipotential
expansion, and correspondingly in Fock-space expansion,
violates full covariance. This means that the matrix ele-
ments of the truncated electromagnetic current operator
will have four-vector transformation properties only under
kinematical boosts.

C. Bad current and end-point singularity

The minus component of the electromagnetic current of
a scalar boson composed by scalar constituents in models
with a pointlike vertices involves an end-point singularity
that for Q� ! 0 gives a nonvanishing contribution to the
form factor [12]. The singular contribution to the minus
component comes from the decay of the virtual photon in a
boson-antiboson pair. In the present example, this raises
the issue of the presence or not of an end-point singularity
in the minus component of the pair current operator,
Eq. (80), which could survive in the Drell-Yan-West frame.

Because of the kinematical constraint of 0< k0�1 <Q�,
terms like 1=k0�1 and 1=�Q� � k0�1 � are singular and domi-
nate over finite quantities, therefore for Q� � 0 the pair
current operator can be written as

 hk0�1 ~k01?jj
c�1��jk�1 ~k1?i�b� � �2ie1

��Q� � k0�1 �� ~k
02
1? �m2

1�

k0�1 �Q
� � k0�1 ��Q

� � k0�1 on � �Q� k
0
1�
�
on � io�

�igS�
2

	
��k�1 �

�k�1 � k
0�
1 �Q

���K�f � k
0�
1 on � �Ki � k1�

�
on � �k1 � k

0
1 �Q�

�
on � io�

: (85)

We recall the on-minus-shell value k0�1 on �
~k021?�m

2
1

k0�1
used in

the above equation.
The current operator develops a singularity in the case

of constant vertices for composite two-boson systems, due
to the denominator k0�1 �Q

� � k0�1 ��Q
� � k0�1 on � �Q�

k01�
�
on � io� Q� in Eq. (85), which vanishes in the limit

of Q� ! 0. In that case the term �k�1 � k
0�
1 �Q

���K�f �
k0�1 on � �Ki � k1�

�
on � �k1 � k01 �Q�

�
on � io�, which con-

tains the exchanged boson, is not present. Therefore, the
singularity occurring for Q� ! 0 survives and contributes
to the computation of the form factor with the bad current
[12].

In the present model calculation, this problem disap-
pears due to the one-boson exchange. The 1=Q� singular-
ity is canceled out by the denominator ��k�1 � k

0�
1 �

Q���K�f � k
0�
1 on� �Ki� k1�

�
on� �k1� k01�Q�

�
on� io���1

that goes as Q�. Therefore, in this example only the
current operator represented by diagrams (a) and (e) in

Figs. 2 and 3, respectively, survives in the Drell-Yan-West
frame.

D. Current conservation and covariance

The conservation of the matrix elements of the electro-
magnetic current can be obtained in the quasipotential
expansion as we have shown formally and by means of
the example. However, the electromagnetic (EM) form
factors of a given state, calculated nonperturbatively, will
be frame dependent in respect to nonkinematical boosts.
Frame independence really requires full covariance, only
reached exactly without truncation. Therefore, the trun-
cated current of the system cannot transform as a relativ-
istic four vector. Correspondingly, the continuity equation
does not hold at the same level of full relativistic covari-
ance but only up to the level of covariance under kinemati-
cal boosts.

In our test case, for example, one could get the elastic
form factor of a bound state in a scalar channel by either
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computing the matrix element of the plus or the minus
component of the current operator in the Breit frame with
Q� � 0. The resulting form factor will depend on the
component evaluated as the quasipotential expansion trun-
cates the Fock space and full covariance is lost. (Note that
the transformation of z to �z, that exchanges plus and
minus Lorentz components, is nonkinematical.) Obviously,
as the quasipotential expansion is carried on such effects
are minimized, as already seen in the computation of the
masses of bound states for the bosonic model [6,23]. For
strongly bound scalar systems in the Wick-Cutkosky
model, it was also shown numerically that the inclusion
of higher Fock components are necessary to saturate the
covariant normalization condition [25].

We should not only focus the discussion in scalar com-
posite systems. Another relevant aspect in the study of the
EM current operator is its application to calculate form
factors of higher angular momentum states of interacting
two-boson systems. Then, immediately, a question arises
about the fulfillment of the angular condition by the matrix
elements of the plus component of the current operator for
composite vector bosons. There is a rich literature discus-
sing the subject [28]. The angular condition, in the Breit
frame with Q� � 0, comes along with the constraint of
rotational invariance around the momentum transfer direc-
tion. A rotation around the transverse direction is a non-
kinematical boost in light-front dynamics, which has
nondiagonal matrix elements in the Fock space. The sym-
metry associated with this particular rotation is realized
precisely only when the Fock space is not truncated.

However, in the example, the matrix elements of the
plus, minus, and transverse components of the truncated
current operator if evaluated between composite spin 1
states will satisfy current conservation, since the valence
wave function is a solution of the corresponding truncated
Bethe-Salpeter equation. Therefore, the resulting expres-
sion of current conservation gives a relation between ma-
trix elements of different Lorentz components of the
current. This does not imply the full covariance of the
calculation. The plus component of the current in the
Breit frame with Q� � 0 has four independent matrix
elements, consistent with kinematical boost invariance
properties which are kept by the quasipotential expansion
at any given finite order. These matrix elements satisfy the
angular condition exactly only when the quasipotential
expansion is taken to infinite order, or when the Fock space
is not truncated.

In contrast, covariance and current conservation are
fulfilled simultaneously, in a light-front perturbative cal-
culation of the photon absorption amplitude with one-
boson-exchange interaction, where the initial and final
states correspond to free particles with on-minus-shell
momentum. In this calculation we consider the diagrams
of Fig. 2 plus (a), (c), and (d), with the initial and final
states reversed.

Therefore, it is necessary to distinguish between pertur-
bative and nonperturbative calculation of the initial and
final wave functions with the truncated effective potential.
In the last case, the electromagnetic properties will be
frame dependent considering nonkinematical boosts, while
the perturbative light-front calculation is fully covariant. In
practice, it is hoped that few terms in the quasipotential
expansion suffice to put under a reasonable control the
effects of covariance violation as has been shown in the
calculation of the bound-state mass [6,21–24]).

VII. CONCLUSION

Our work proposes a conserved electromagnetic current
operator in the quasipotential approach to the light-front
dynamics for an interacting two-boson system in finite
mass boson exchange models. The current operator can
be perturbatively calculated in the quasipotential expan-
sion or according to the number of particles exchanged at a
given light-front time. The explicit form of the truncated
and conserved light-front current has been derived. Its
divergence has been shown to satisfy a Ward-Takahashi
identity with the truncated three-dimensional light-front
interaction.

The technical procedure is developed for a two-boson
case and the construction of the light-front current is
straightforward allowing one to go beyond the ladder
approximation, consistently with the corresponding solu-
tion of the light-front Bethe-Salpeter equation. The relation
between the light-front reduction of the Bethe-Salpeter
amplitudes and current and the 4-dimensional counterpart
was discussed in detail for bound and scattering states. In
particular, we have shown that the matrix elements of the
4-dimensional current operator can be recovered from the
corresponding light-front ones.

We observe that in general the light-front quantities do
not display explicit covariance, even without any trunca-
tion, but we point out that a full covariant description is
restored in the final step of the calculation, i.e., in the
evaluation of matrix elements of observable operators
without truncating the quasipotential expansion. This is
simply stated by the equality between the matrix elements
of the three- and four-dimensional current operators.
Furthermore, the suggested truncation of the conserved
light-front electromagnetic current operator violates co-
variance, even for the corresponding BS quantities. The
lack of covariance can be reduced at any desired accuracy
by increasing the order n of the truncated quasipotential,
meaning that higher intermediate Fock states should be
considered in the computation of the two-body effective
interaction. Indeed, the expansion in the Fock space is
rapidly converging for a given covariant model (see
[6,21–24]). Therefore, in practice only a few terms in the
quasipotential expansion are needed to put the effects of
covariance violation under reasonable control.
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We have explored in one example of the ladder Bethe-
Salpeter equation, how our formal procedure is realized in
practice. We computed all Lorentz components of the
current operator in the lowest nontrivial order of the qua-
sipotential expansion to single out the Ward-Takahashi
identity. The good, transverse, and bad components of
the current were derived. In non-Drell-Yan-West frames,
the pair contribution is necessary for current conservation.
Moreover, the pair contribution to the bad current operator
due to the one-boson-exchange has no end-point singular-
ity in the limit of Q� ! 0, differently to models that have
pointlike vertices. Although, the one-boson-exchange
model reduces to the model with pointlike vertices when
the mass of the exchanged boson goes to infinity with a
fixed ratio gS=�, the difficulty still remains because this
limit does not commute with Q� ! 0 in the computation
of the form factor from the bad component of the current.
We remark that the end-point singularity contributes to the
bad component of the current with pointlike vertices in
spin 0 composite bosonic systems [12].

We pointed out that the truncated current of the system
does not transform as the relativistic four vector. Therefore,
current conservation does not stand at the same level of full
relativistic covariance but only up to the level of covari-
ance under kinematical light-front boosts. Full relativistic
covariance is lost because the matrix elements of the
proposed current operator are taken between two-boson
valence states calculated nonperturbatively with the corre-
sponding truncated effective interaction. Although, the
matrix elements of the current satisfy current conservation,
the electromagnetic properties will be frame dependent in
respect to nonkinematical boosts.

Our approach is complementary to Kvinikhidze and
Blankleider gauging techniques [8], and it is possible to

apply it beyond the bosonic model. The concepts needed
for an extension to fermions were already developed in
Ref. [7], but important technical details for the charge and
current operators have not yet been worked out. For ex-
ample, instantaneous terms from the fermion propagators
ought to be carefully treated to arrive to a consistent
definition of these operators. The relevance of the instan-
taneous terms has also been pointed out recently [27] in the
calculation of the box-diagram in the Yukawa theory.

Although the paper has not discussed the relationship of
the theoretical framework with real systems, we believe
that it offers the route to describe light-front wave func-
tions and consistent electromagnetic current operators for
two-particle systems in finite mass boson exchange mod-
els, which can be used to improve our understanding and to
control approximations performed in phenomenological
applications.
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APPENDIX A: GLOBAL LIGHT-FRONT TIME
PROPAGATOR

The free two-boson Green’s function in light-front co-
ordinates allowing individual x�-time propagation reads

 

hx0�1 x
0�
2 jG0jx

�
1 x
�
2 i � �

1

�2��2
Z
dk�1 dK

�e��i=2�k�1 �x
0�
1 �x

0�
2 �x

�
1 �x

�
2 �e��i=2�K��x0�2 �x

�
2 �

	
1

k̂�1 �K
� � k̂�1 ��k

�
1 �

~̂k
2
1?�m2

1�io

k̂�1
��K� � k�1 �

~̂k
2
2?�m2

2�io

K��k̂�1
�

; (A1)

where the light-front momentum are ki � �k�i :� k0 � k3; k�i :� k0 � k3; ~k?�. The free propagation between the hyper-
planes x�1 � x�2 � x� and x0�1 � x0�2 � x0� reduces to

 hx0�x0�jG0jx
�x�i �

Z dK�

2�
e��i=2�K��x0��x��

Z
dk0�1 dk

�
1 hk

0�
1 jG0�K�jk

�
1 i (A2)

 �
Z dK�

2�
e��i=2�K��x0��x��jG0�K�j; (A3)

where the relative x�-time between the particles was eliminated in favor of a global time. We introduce in Eq. (A2) the
notation
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 hk0�1 jG0�K�jk
�
1 i � �

1

2�
��k0�1 � k

�
1 �

k̂�1 �K
� � k̂�1 ��k

�
1 �

~̂k
2
1?�m2

1�io

k̂�1
��K� � k�1 �

~̂k
2
2?�m2

2�io

K��k̂�1
�

: (A4)

The two k� integrations in Eq. (A2) on the bra- and ket-
states are denoted by a ‘‘bar’’ on the left and right, respec-
tively, with the following notation:
 

jG0�K�j :�
Z
dk0�1 dk

�
1 hk

0�
1 jG0�K�jk�1 i (A5)

 �
i��K� � k̂�1 ���k̂

�
1 �

k̂�1 �K
� � k̂�1 ��K

� � k̂�1on � k̂
�
2on � io�

(A6)

 

:� g0�K�; (A7)

where K� > 0 is chosen. The difference between K� � 0
and K� > 0 comes from a contribution of the form
��k��=k� related to zero modes and to the renormalization
problem of the quantum field theory on the light-front [4].

The resolvent g0�K� is the Fourier transform of the
global light-front time free propagator. It is an operator
with respect to functions of the ‘‘kinematic’’ momentum

�k�1 ; ~k1?�, k̂
�
1 on �

~̂k
2
1?�m2

1

k̂�1
and k̂�2 on �

� ~K?� ~̂k1?�
2�m2

2

K��k̂�1
and de-

pends parametrically on the total 4-momentum K�.
The basis states for functions of the kinematical light-

front variables are defined as eigenfunctions of the mo-

mentum operators �k̂�i ; ~̂ki?� and the free energy operator
k̂�i on:

 hx�i ~xi?jk
�
i
~ki?i � e�{��1=2�k�i x

�
i �

~ki?: ~xi?�: (A8)

The states jk� ~k?i form an orthonormal and complete basis
in the space of functions of the kinematical variables, e.g.,

 

Z dk�d2k?
2�2��3

hx0� ~x0?jk
� ~k?ihk

� ~k?jx
� ~x?i

� ��x0� � x���� ~x0? � ~x?�: (A9)

APPENDIX B: BS AMPLITUDE AND
LIGHT-FRONT WAVE FUNCTION

In this Appendix, we show the reconstruction of the BS
amplitudes from the light-front wave functions for bound
and scattering states. The relation of the bound-state am-
plitude and the three-dimensional one was derived in detail
in Ref. [6]. Here, we briefly review the main points of that
discussion for bound states and after that we present the
case of scattering states.

The bound state with 4-momentum KB, K2
B � M2

B, pro-
duces a pole in the transition matrix T�K� of the BSE. The
light-front three-dimensional transition matrix t�K� has
also a pole at the same KB, according to Eq. (19). The
residue of t�K� comes from the vertex function of the

bound state j	Bi, and from Eq. (22) it is solution of the
homogeneous equation

 j	Bi � w�KB�g0�KB�j	Bi; (B1)

in agreement with (30) for the LF wave function, since
j�Bi � g0�KB�j	Bi.

The bound-state vertex, which comes from the residue of
the 4-dimensional transition matrix at the corresponding
pole, is a solution of the homogeneous equation as follows
from (16) at the pole KB,

 j�Bi � W�KB� ~G0�KB�j�Bi � W�KB�G0�KB�jj	Bi; (B2)

and it is reconstructed from the three-dimensional vertex as
found by inspecting Eq. (21), as well as the BS amplitude

 j�Bi � G0�KB�W�KB�G0�KB�jg
�1
0 j�Bi; (B3)

where the light-front wave function was introduced ac-
cording to j�Bi � G0�KB�j�Bi. Adding to Eq. (B3)
G0�KB�j�g0�KB�

�1 � w�KB��j�Bi � 0, and making use
of the expression of w�KB� from Eq. (23), we recover the
BS amplitude for the bound state from the three-
dimensional wave function [6]:

 j�Bi � �1� �0�KB�W�KB��G0�KB�jg0�KB�
�1j�Bi:

(B4)

The Bethe-Salpeter amplitude j�Bi and its three-
dimensional auxiliary version j�Bi � jj�Bi have to be
normalized as discussed [6]. Note that the 4-dimensional
normalization condition imposes that the sum over the
probabilities of all Fock components of the bound state
totalizes unity.

In the next, we show that the BS amplitude for the
scattering state can be recovered from the three-
dimensional scattering wave function. To accomplish that
we begin by writing the BS scattering amplitude

 j��i � j�0i �G0�K�T�K�j�0i; (B5)

as given by the solution of the scattering equation in terms
of the transition matrix. Substituting the T-matrix integral
equation in terms of the quasipotential (16) in (B5) yields

 j��i � j�0i �G0�K�W�K�j�0i

�G0�K�W�K�G0�K�jg0�K�
�1jG0�K�T�K�j�0i

� j�0i �G0�K�W�K�j�0i

�G0�K�W�K�G0�K�jg0�K�
�1j�j��i � j�0i�:

(B6)

The free 4-dimensional amplitude is related to the three-
dimensional one by
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 j�0i � G0�K�jg0�K��1j�0i: (B7)

It is important to observe that the three-dimensional quan-
tities are all evaluated with the �io prescription.

The light-front scattering state j��i is the projection of
the BS amplitude of the scattering state at equal x�-times.
To show the validity of this statement, it is easy to perform
the bar operation on the ket-state equation (B6). The state
jj��i is a solution of the three-dimensional scattering
equation (31) and consequently jj��i � j��i.
Introducing this equality in Eq. (B6) together with (B7),

 j��i � j�0i �G0�K�W�K�G0�K�jg0�K��1j��i: (B8)

Adding to (B8), the identity

 G0�K�jg0�K�
�1�j��i � j�0i � g0�K�w�K�j�

�i� � 0;

(B9)

and rearranging terms one easily gets that

 j��i � �1� �0�K�W�K��G0�K�jg0�K�
�1j��i; (B10)

which is the scattering counterpart of Eq. (B4) for the
bound state.

APPENDIX C: REVERSE LF-TIME OPERATION

In this Appendix we prove the identity Gjg�1 � �1�
�0W�G0jg

�1
0 , which reconstructs the 4-dimensional BS

amplitude from the light-front wave function. (To simplify
the notation the dependence on total momentum is not
explicitly shown.)

The 4-dimensional Green’s function, written in terms of
the T-matrix from the quasipotential scattering equation
(16) is

 G � G0 �G0WG0 �G0W ~G0TG0; (C1)

applying the bar operation on the right, i.e., integration on
the bra-state, one has

 Gj � G0j �G0WG0j �G0WG0jg
�1
0 jG0TG0j

� G0j �G0WG0jg�1
0 g; (C2)

where the explicit form of ~G0 and jG0TG0j � g� g0

[obtained from Eq. (24)] were used. Operating on the right
with the inverse of the LF Green’s function, g�1 � g�1

0 �
w [from Eq. (25)], on Eq. (C2), it is found that

 Gjg�1 � G0jg�1
0 �G0jw�G0WG0jg�1

0 ; (C3)

which is identical to

 Gjg�1 � �1� �G0 � ~G0�W�G0jg�1
0 ; (C4)

by using Eq. (23) for the definition of w �
g�1

0 jG0WG0jg�1
0 .

APPENDIX D: LF CHARGE OPERATOR

The light-front time charge operator will be derived by
projecting the product of 4-dimensional operators and
showing that
 

jê Â �
Z
dk�hk�jê Â � êLFjÂ;

Â ê j �
Z
dk�Â ê jk�i � ÂjêLF

(D1)

are valid.
Now we use the unity resolutions and the matrix ele-

ments of the 4-dimensional charge operator (11):
 Z
dk�hk�; k�; ~k?jê Â �

Z
dk�d4phk�; k�; ~k?jêjpihpjÂ

�
Z
dk�d4pe�4�k� p�Q�hpjÂ

�
Z
d4pe��k� � p� �Q��

	 �2� ~k? � ~p? � ~Q?�hpjÂ;

(D2)

from where the matrix element of the light-front charge
operator is identified:
 

hk�; ~k?jêLFjp
�; ~p?i :� e��k� � p� �Q��

	 �2� ~k? � ~p? � ~Q?�: (D3)

Equation (D2) can be written in the operator form accord-
ing to jê Â � êLFjÂ as well. Analogously, one could derive
that Â ê j � ÂjêLF.

APPENDIX E: CONSISTENCE OF THE
LIGHT-FRONT WTI

The purpose of this Appendix is to verify the consistence
of the derivation of the light-front WTI presented in
Sec. III, beginning with the EM current operator

 j� � g�1
0 jG0�1�W�0�J

��1� �0W�G0jg
�1
0 ; (E1)

obtained in Ref. [6]. We remind that, in Sec. III, the LF
electromagnetic current operator was written through the
reverse LF-time operation [see Eq. (33) and Appendix C].
(To simplify the notation the dependence on total momen-
tum is not explicitly shown.)

The divergence of the light-front EM current is

 Q�j� � g�1
0 jG0�1�W�0��G�1; ê��1� �0W�G0jg�1

0 ;

(E2)

where the commutator is the divergence of the 4-
dimensional current operator.

Using that G�1 � G�1
0 � V and �0êG

�1
0 G0j �

�0jêLF � 0 [obtained from Eq. (D1)], as ~G0j � G0j,
Eq. (E2) can be written as
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Q�j
� � g�1

0 jG0��G
�1
0 � V; ê� �W�0�G

�1
0 ê� êV � Vê�

� ��êG�1
0 � êV � Vê��0W
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0 � V; ê��0W�G0jg�1

0 : (E3)

It is not difficult to demonstrate that

 �0�G
�1
0 ; ê��0 � �ê;�0�: (E4)

Using this identity and the integral equation W � V �
V�0W in (E3),
 

Q�j� � g�1
0 jG0��G�1

0 � V; ê� �W�0�G�1
0 ê� êV�

� �W � V�ê� �êG�1
0 � Vê��0W

� ê�W � V� �W�ê;�0�W � �W � V�ê�0W

�W�0ê�W � V��G0jg
�1
0 (E5)

is obtained. After all cancellations, we get

 Q�j
� � g�1

0 jG0��G
�1
0 ; ê� �W�0G

�1
0 ê�Wê

� êG�1
0 �0W � êW�G0jg�1

0 (E6)

 � �g�1
0 ; êLF� � g

�1
0 jG0WG0jg

�1
0 jêG0jg

�1
0

� g�1
0 jG0êjg�1

0 jG0W�G0jg�1
0 : (E7)

From Eq. (E7), using the property (D1),

 Q�j
� � �g�1

0 � w; êLF�; (E8)

the light-front WTI is found in agreement with (37).

APPENDIX F: CONSERVED LF CURRENT AT O�n�

The aim of this Appendix is to derive a conserved light-
front current operator consistent with the expansion of the
quasipotential in powers of V at a given order. For the sake
of simplicity of the expressions, in this Appendix we will
not exhibit the explicit dependence on the total 4-
momentum of the operators.

The 4-dimensional current operator has two parts,

 J � � J �
0 � J �

I ; (F1)

the first one is the free current and the second term carries
the interaction. For example, it may contain crossed
diagrams.

The 4-dimensional current operator satisfies the WTI of
Eq. (9). It corresponds to two independent identities, one
for the free part and another for the interacting term

 Q�J
�
0 � �G

�1
0 ; ê�; (F2)

 Q�J
�
I � �ê; V�; (F3)

respectively. The current operator J �
I is of order 1 in the

interaction, as expressed by Eq. (F3).
We remind that the expansion of W in terms of the

potential V is

 W�n� �
Xn
i�1

Wi (F4)

 Wi � V��0V�
i�1: (F5)

The current at O�n� in the interaction is found by col-
lecting all terms up to that given order, using that J �

I is
O�1� in V, and the expansion ofW from Eqs. (F4) and (F5)
in the current operator of Eq. (34),

 jc��n� � g�1
0 jG0

�
J � �

Xn�1

i�1

�Wi�0J
� � J ��0Wi�

�
Xn�1

i�2

Xi�1

j�1

Wj�0J
��0Wi�j �Wn�0J

�
0

� J �
0 �0Wn �

Xn�1

i�1

Wi�0J
�
0 �0Wn�i

�
G0jg�1

0 :

(F6)

The proposed form satisfies current conservation, as we
prove in the following by induction.

For order n � 0 the current corresponds to the free one:

 jc��0� � g�1
0 jG0J

�
0 G0jg�1

0 ; (F7)

and satisfies

 Q�jc��0� � �g�1
0 ; êLF�: (F8)

The conservation of the n � 1 LF current is shown in the
next. The n � 1 current is

 jc��1� � g�1
0 jG0�J

� �W1�0J
�
0 � J �

0 �0W1�G0jg�1
0 :

(F9)

Using the 4-dimensional WTI (9), the corresponding ex-
pression for the free-current equation (F2) and that W1 �
V, we write

 Q�jc��1� � g�1
0 jG0�G�1

0 ê� êG�1
0 � V ~G0G�1

0 ê

� V�0êG
�1
0 �G

�1
0 ê�0V

� êG�1
0

~G0V�G0jg�1
0 : (F10)

Using

 j�0 � jG0 � jG0jg�1
0 jG0 � 0; (F11)

the analogous identity �0j � 0, jê�0 � êLFj�0 � 0, and
�0êj � �0jêLF � 0 [obtained from Eq. (D1)], one gets for
Eq. (F10)
 

Q�j
c��1� � g�1

0 êLF � êLFg
�1
0 � g

�1
0 jG0V ~G0G

�1
0 êG0jg

�1
0

� g�1
0 jG0êG�1

0
~G0VG0jg�1

0 : (F12)

Substituting ~G0 from Eq. (14) and rearranging terms, the
expression for the n � 1 light-front WTI identity comes as
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 Q�jc��1� � �g�1
0 ; êLF� � �êLF; w�1�� � �g�1

�1� ; êLF�; (F13)

reminding that w�1� � g�1
0 jG0VG0jg�1

0 .
The proof by induction of the WTI at order n� 1 begins

with the separation of the Q�j
c��n� in the expression of the

divergence of jc��n�1�,

 Q�j
c��n�1� � Q�j

c��n� � g�1
0 jG0

�
Wn�0�ê; V�

� �ê; V��0Wn �
Xn�1

i�1

Wi�0�ê; V��0Wn�i

�Wn�1�0�G�1
0 ; ê� � �G�1

0 ; ê��0Wn�1

�
Xn
i�1

Wi�0�G�1
0 ; ê��0Wn�1�i

�
G0jg�1

0 ;

(F14)

where we have used that Q�J
�
I � �ê; V�. Simplifying the

above expression by taking into account that j�0 � �0j �

0, ~G0G�1
0 ê�0 � �0êG�1

0
~G0 � 0, and Wi�0V �

V�0Wi � Wi�1, one arrives at

 

Q�j
c��n�1� � Q�j

c��n� � g�1
0 jG0

�
Wn�0êV � Vê�0Wn

�
Xn�1

i�1

Wi�0êWn�1�i �
Xn�1

i�1

Wi�1ê�0Wn�i

�Wn�1
~G0G

�1
0 ê� êG�1

0
~G0Wn�1

�
Xn
i�1

Wi�ê;�0�Wn�1�i

�
G0jg

�1
0 ; (F15)

where we have used Eq. (E4). Canceling several terms, it
remains:

 Q�j
c��n�1� � Q�j

c��n� � g�1
0 jG0�Wn�1

~G0G
�1
0 ê

� êG�1
0

~G0Wn�1�G0jg
�1
0 ; (F16)

and by the induction hypothesis,

 Q�jc��n�1� � �g�1
0 � w

�n�; êLF� � �wn�1; êLF�; (F17)

where we have recalled that wn�1 � g�1
0 jG0Wn�1G0jg�1

0 .
The light-front interaction at order n� 1 is w�n�1� �

w�n� � wn�1; therefore,

 Q�j
c��n�1� � �g�1

0 � w
�n�1�; êLF�; (F18)

completing the inductive proof of the light-front WTI for
the truncated current.

APPENDIX G: CORRECTION TO THE
NONCONSERVED CURRENT �j�n��

The difference between the conserved and nonconserved
truncated currents is derived in the following. (To simplify
the notation the dependence on total momentum is not
explicitly shown.)

The nonconserved EM current in O�n� is given by
Eq. (44):

 

j��n� � g�1
0 jG0

�
1�

Xn
i�1

Wi�0

�
J �

�
1��0

Xn
i�1

Wi

�
G0jg

�1
0 :

(G1)

Subtracting from the expression of the truncated conserved
EM current (F6), the nonconserved current (G1), the dif-
ference is written as

 �j��n� � j�c�n� � j��n�

� g�1
0 jG0

�Xn�1

i�2

Xi�1

j�1

Wj�0J
��0Wi�j

�
Xn�1

i�1

Wi�0J
�
0 �0Wn�i �Wn�0J

�
I

� J �
I �0Wn �

Xn
i�1

Wi�0J
��0

Xn
j�1

Wj

�
G0jg�1

0 :

(G2)

Using the formulas for subtracting terms in a series,

 

Xn
i�1

Xn
j�1

ai;j �
Xn
i�2

Xi�1

j�1

aj;i�j �
Xn
i�1

Xn
j�n�1�i

ai;j; (G3)

the difference in Eq. (G2) can be presented as

 �j��n� � �g�1
0 jG0

�
Wn�0J

�
I � J �

I �0Wn

�
Xn�1

i�1

Wi�0J
�
I �0Wn�i

�
Xn
i�1

Xn
j�n�1�i

Wi�0J
��0Wj

�
G0jg�1

0 : (G4)
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